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All of Them
John Langan
When Curtis reached the glass-
enclosed veranda, a plump yet still
attractive woman in green corduroy
slacks stepped out to meet him. He
paused briefly, unsure of the degree
of sign of recognition, and noticed
that in her fingers a cigarette moved
awkwardly. As he pressed her free
hand, she offered a tentative smile
and told him to follow her inside.
She inquired about his trip, and
when she hung up his overcoat ad-
mired the London tweed.
"Rococo, Suzanne?" He motioned
to the engraved circular table where
he had seated himself across from
her. She said yes, it was, and ex-
plained they — Brian and herself
—
had purchased it from the liquidated
Raffier estate. She continued with
a history of the table, which Curtis
soon realized was prepared, and he
pictured her reciting it as a cocktail
anecdote.
"A drink?" she suggested hesitant-
"Yes, I believe I will, Suzanne."
He slightly emphasized her name,
as though it were a magic password
that would let flow a stream of mem-
ories between them.
Somewhat timidly, she pressed a
bell near by, and a maid entered.
Curtis laughed heartily at this. Smil-
ing, Suzanne said, "It seems quite
strange to you, doesn't it?"
"So Mother died last winter?" he
asked, as if this had been the sub-
ject of their conversation.
She nodded. "Yes, I wrote you im-
mediately afterwards. Her heart sim-
ply stopped. It was very peaceful."
Rising suddenly, he began to step
around the room, as though looking
for something among the varied bric-
a-brac. He turned, then, to watch Su-
zanne mix the drinks and pass pretz-
els to the center of the table. "Brian
is bowling with the Audit team to-
night," she said, "but I suppose that
doesn't interest you."
Curtis apologized. "I've been too
meditative today," he said, sitting
down again. He took a pretzel and
sipped his drink so that she might
not be embarrassed in drinking hers.
He had slowly understood what had
been a vague anticipation — that the
Suzanne he had known had ceased to
exist. And so he had erred at first in
suspecting that behind the almost
girlish smile was sarcastic triumph.
He had discredited this new sister
by speaking to her as the sister of
four years before.
He inquired about her children,
and she would have had the maid
awaken them if he had not insisted
otherwise. She was very happy about
them and described a boy of two
"with blond hair like Brian's," and
a three-year-old girl with bro^\Ti curls
and bangs.
When Curtis put on his coat, Su-
zanne said she was letting him go
only because of his promise to re-
turn the next day to see Brian and
meet the children. She grasped his
hand, and he felt it was the hand of
a stranger, although a very friendly
stranger "wdth whom he would have
to learn to get acquainted. Turning
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at the sidewalk to wave a final good-
by, he knew there had been no tacit
assumption to forget the enmities of
the past, because for her there was
no past. Suzanne the daughter and
sister had given way completely to
Suzanne the mother and wife. And
the past, with its wrongs, was his
alone. . . .
Curtis had entered the American
Casualty Corporation upon graduat-
ing from State and had been quickly
promoted to first assistant in Central
Claims. He had then adopted, as was
expected, the practice of working
beyond the five-ten p.m. closing. On
one such day, having stayed late, he
did not arrive home until seven
o'clock. He was surprised to find that
Suzanne had cleared the table — his
established duty unless he phoned
his mother not to keep dinner — and
was already in the kitchen washing
dishes. A gaudy house coat was
thrown loosely over her bare-shoul-
dered evening gown. At his query
"Going out?" she said, "You make
a habit of being late, don't you?"
Seeing the plate of rubbery aspara-
gus and congealed frizzled beef on
the table, he matched her sharp-
edged mood, "I knew there'd be a hot
meal waiting," he said. She laughed
derisively, and he was angered for
her not understanding that the laugh
could hurt.
When his mother came down and
brought him the Dispatch, he no-
ticed she had on the somber blue
dress Suzanne had insisted on buying
her several months before. Sensing
why his sister was in such a hurry
led him to extend the mood that had
sprung up between them. "Suzanne's
a real saint, isn't she, Mother?" he
said, looking not at the silver-haired
woman but at his sister. "Especially
when she's expecting a visitor."
Neither of them answered him, and
Suzanne, rubbing her hands, came in
to inspect their mother. He watched
his mother's willing submission to
her daughter's scrutiny and listened
to her agreement that black heels
might be more suitable than white.
So cleverly had his sister learned to
play on her mother's small vanities
that the once quick-tempered woman
had softened, at last assured in her
preconceived notions of "the way a
mother should be treated."
"Who's the lucky man tonight?"
he asked, when his mother had gone
upstairs and Suzanne was back at
the dishes. "Snake Higley, I sup-
pose."
"Brian Higley." His sister paused
to send him a look no longer hostile,
only tired.
"A hardly appropriate name," he
continued, "when you consider his
beady eyes and poisonous tongue,"
He opened the newspaper and began
to page through it. "Perhaps you'd
like it if I compliment him somehow.
'Snake, old boy, your fangs are look-
ing well these days,' or something
like that."
"Damn you, Curtis, you better not
start messing around tonight."
He suddenly felt they could be
reading lines for a play and saw his
next line as "Don't worry, I have
no intention of being here when Hig-
ley comes crawling up the sidewalk,"
thus ending the scene in mutual af-
front. He felt so close to saying the
words that it scared him, and he was
just able to draw back. "I'm sorry,"
he said, not without effort, "but chas-
ing Brian Higley seems to be chang-
ing you,"
She made no reply, as though she
had not heard him. After a minute,
she came in and sat at the table.
"Very bluntly," she said, raising her
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fingers near her cheeks, "these are
dishpan hands, and neither they nor
I are apt to become any prettier."
Meditatively, she wound and un-
wound a tea towel around her hands.
"Do you remember," she said final-
ly, "how I started using eye make-
up when I was thirteen, and you said
I was nicer without it?"
He nodded.
"You wouldn't say that any more."
She sighed.
"So the fish must be caught while
there is still bait, I suppose."
"The frank truth, Curtis."
He smiled at her. "With luck,
Brian should fit neatly at your belt."
"Oh, very neatly, with, as you say,
luck." She laughed. He helped her
finish the dishes, secure now that the
bonds between them had been
strengthened.
He had noticed that from the time
Suzanne began dating Brian Higley,
she was curiously intent on correct-
ing their mother. With all the deft-
ness of an experienced surgeon, she
would operate on small but apparent-
ly malignant growths. At the week's
end, Mrs. Arstace, a stout, rabbity-
like creature with some of the whis-
kers, traveled up from Hallbrook to
call on them. She twitched her nose
over several hours of conversation
and was on the step winding up her
good-by when something she said
caused their mother to reveal one of
the hidden growths — an inclina-
tion to complain in the presence of
visitors.
"You must get Curtis or Suzanne
to drive you over some evening,"
Mrs. Arstace said.
The reply carried the slightest trace
of bitterness. "Oh, they never take
me anywhere." It was as out of
place, Curtis reflected, as an ungrace-
ful girl at a sophisticated party and
lent a serious turn to what should
have been an unserious good-by. Mrs.
Arstace, with some effort, jumped
over it. "Well — ah — sometime,
then, if you all have the time that is,
try to get over."
After Suzanne closed the door, the
operation began. "Mother," she
asked, "where is it you want us to
take you?"
"Nowhere, Suzanne. I know I
shouldn't have mentioned it," she
said, in her half-cross, half-apologetic
way.
She would sometimes become like
that, Curtis knew, and he could un-
derstand Suzanne's vexation, for he
recalled many times when his mother
irritated him in exactly the same
manner.
"I hope you're not thinking about
those Sunday rides again," Suzanne
continued, her look one of near ex-
asperation. "When we were young,
it was very nice to go for rides in the
country, but now—
"
"Mother, you'll have to excuse Su-
zanne," Curtis broke in, "she's run
off course of late, but she better get
a quick change of attitude; I've taken
about enough of her."
Mollified, the old woman went off
to the kitchen, carrying empty
glasses.
Curtis warned his sister there were
limits in her treatment of their mo-
ther. "I don't see why you must act
as though you're repairing a machine
or something," he said.
"Do you really care?" she asked
abruptly. "Aren't you just concerned
with being household administra-
tor?"
Before he could answer her, she
was halfway up the stairs.
In the next week, when Suzanne
announced a forthcoming \'isit by
Mrs. Higley, Curtis understood the
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purpose behind his sister's attempted
corrections of their mother. Suzanne
had reached a point where she could
almost close her hand on the long-
sought prize, with only one obstacle
yet to clear: approval of the head of
the Higleys. Unfortunately, Mrs. Hig-
ley reacted quite intractably to his
sister's ever-so-light touch, and in
the wake, Mother, Suzanne's previous-
ly seaworthy craft, capsized and
floundered helplessly.
On the scene at the time, Curtis
was also present later when Brian re-
layed the ultimatum Suzanne feared:
if the marriage was to be, their mo-
ther must go.
After Brian left, Suzanne slumped
on the couch; and instead of being
sympathetic, Curtis felt oddly cheer-
ful and tried to brighten her mood.
"Suzanne," he said, "let's go and
assassinate Mrs. Higley." Her re-
sponse didn't come as he had ex-
pected.
"LaAvs forbid such dreams," she
said.
"And so all you can do is to obey
her, I suppose."
"I don't know what else I should
expect to do." She took the cigarette
Curtis lit for her.
"There are other Higleys, you
know," he said quietly.
"Not for me," she said in a half-
angry tone that implied he was inter-
fering, and left the room.
When she had gone, he knew their
talk had closed rather than opened
the gates that could channel a stream
of understanding. He could not help
resenting her refusal to laugh with
him and to see that there were other
Higleys. It was as though she had
deliberately and perversely held back.
After her failure, Suzanne began
to smoke excessively, although never,
Curtis observed, in front of Brian.
For him, her make-up became more
elaborate, her skirts and blouses
more pronouncedly tighter. Curtis
was amazed how much the intended
marriage meant to her. He was cer-
tain it was transforming her into
someone neither of them understood.
Each day he expected her to confront
him with the obvious solution to their
mother's binding presence. In his
confidence that his sister would make
no definite move without him, he
underestimated the extent and rapid-
ity of the change in her. On an eve-
ning after their mother had gone to
bed, Suzanne quietly mentioned that
she would be moved to the home at
Bevglade the following week end.
"So you feel this is the only solu-
tion?" he asked trying to push aside
his chagrin at not being consulted.
"Yes."
"I presume we can sell the house,
and I can move into some apartment
house," he said sharply.
"It would be the best thing to do,
Curtis."
"You're changing too quickly, Su-
zanne," he said, in a last effort to
reassert the channel of understanding
that had always cleared their various
discords. When she offered no reply,
he told her harshly that she didn't
care two cents for her mother.
"No, I don't," she said matter-of-
factly, her eyes momentarily on his,
"and the sooner you admit the same
thing, the better."
He could do nothing but look hard
at her.
A few days before they were to
bring their mother to Bevglade, Su-
zanne decided to visit the home. Os-
tensibly, final papers had to be
signed, although he thought it could
be done just as readily on Sunday.
Brian Higley had been invited to ride
along, and Curtis was certain that
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the trip was principally for his bene-
fit. "Look," Suzanne seemed to say,
"see how easy it's been made. No an-
noying strings attached. No excess
Amazingly, Curtis discovered that
his sister had not wanted him to ac-
company them. "I made all the prepa-
rations," she said, "and I'll finish
them."
He didn't remind her that he had
always been the person to make fam-
ily arrangements. From the details of
the funeral of their father to the
monthly servicing of the Chevrolet to
the installment of the new heating sys-
tem, he had always been in charge.
But Suzanne seemed to be intent on
changing that and everything else
now. In her fear of spinsterhood, she
was betraying every confidence they
had shared since childhood and was
tossing both him and their mother
aside with apparent unconcern. He
knew that although he might forgive
her offense to himself, he would never
excuse the hurt to his mother. He
told her he had to assure himself that
Bevglade was a suitable place, and
insisted on riding with them. Suzanne
drove and Higley sat beside her,
"Well, Brian," Curtis said, after
he had stretched himself comfortably,
"has your family given permission
yet?"
"To what, Curtis?"
"Why, you and Suzanne, of
course." Curtis smiled when Higley
looked back.
"That's my decision, you know," he
said.
Curtis expected Brian to look at
Suzanne with a "What's-wrong-with-
him?" expression, but evidently the
thought did not occur to him. The
Higleys groomed their members care-
fully and saw to their marriages also.
Suzanne had read her lines well; and
didn't her brother have a respectable
position at Casualty? The rest was all
too clear: no unpolished, simpleton
mother, please. No uncultivated peas-
ant who just might develop a loose
bladder someday, and then what?
To their heartless request, Suzanne
had acceded.
In the half hour they spent at Bev-
glade, he knew it was the finality
about everything that was so delicious
to them. What could be more absolute
than the old gentlemen they saw at
cards or the rickety old women who
served tea? For Suzanne, the very
tour of the home, down its heavily
carpeted halls and over its carefully
leveled lanes, symbolized the fulfill-
ment of the last condition to a life of
bliss.
When they started back, Curtis
leaned forward and rested his arm on
the front seat. "You know, Brian,"
he said in a confiding tone, "Suzanne
and I haven't spoken to Mother about
Bevglade yet, but it's been amusing
to observe how she's suspected it,
especially
—
" He laughed and turned
to his sister for confirmation. "In
the little-child reaction."
Suzanne, who appeared intent on
the business of the road ahead, said
nothing.
"How's that, Curtis?" Higley
asked.
"Like the little child that wants to
stay up late," he explained, "she's
tried to become as inconspicuous as
possible. Never insists on watching
television, never gets cross any
more, spends most of her time sit-
ting quietly on the porch. Anything
to prolong her stay. It's almost far-
cical." He laughed derisively.
"It will be only a matter of adjust-
ing to a new environment," Suzanne
said in a serious tone. She remained
calm, but her foot gradually pressed
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hard on the gas pedal, and the
speedometer rose to seventy.
"Which will be quite easy to do,"
said Curtis, "because she's so very
young at heart. And the young ad-
just quickly, don't they, Suzanne?"
He was answering his own question
with an "Of course," when Brian
asked her to slow down. Curtis saw
the blush on her cheek and was mild-
ly surprised that instead of enlisting
his sympathy, the blushing only fur-
thered his decision to expose her cal-
lousness.
On Sunday, Mother was as Curtis
had feared she would be. Like acci-
dent patients he had seen wheeled into
the surgery section of a hospital, her
face recorded a frank, undisguisable
terror. Her colorless eyes were like
fragile glass that a clap of hands
might shatter. The pallidness of her
cheeks and forehead made absurd the
black lines that Suzanne had traced
above her eyes and the flaming red
smeared across her lips. The com-
pulsion to alter her plight only
heightened his frustration in realizing
he could do nothing to save her. The
Casualty company had already put
him through a training period for a
supervisory post in the Liverpool of-
fice. To take proper care of his mo-
ther would mean a withdrawal from
the foreign program and, in conse-
quence, a permanent and unnotable
attachment to Central Claims. He was
certain his mother's reprieve could be
issued only by her sentencer, and
later, when they drove into the park-
ing area at Bevglade, he decided to
make one last try. Telling his mother
to remain in her seat, he stepped out
of the Higleys' Lincoln and shut the
door. "So you're resolved on the
death verdict?" he said to Suzanne as
she and Brian got out.
"Curtis, a home is a perfectly re-
spectable
—
" She caught herself, "Oh,
with you, what's the use!"
Too incensed to speak, she veered
and faced the small lake near the
building. Brian had moved to open
the rear door of the car, but Curtis's
intervening had prevented him,
"Look, Curtis," he said, "why must
you act so damn self-righteous? You
don't want to trouble yourself about
your mother anymore than Suzanne
does."
"You two have very carefully
plotted this, haven't you? Higley,
you're as villainous as she is."
"Why plot?" Brian answered. "To
say we don't pretend to be so virtu-
ous as to correct others?"
"You can't establish anything with
your lies."
"Lies?" interposed Suzanne, who
had joined them when their voices
became loud. "Why don't you ask
her? Tell him to ask her, Brian."
"Let's do that," Curtis said, open-
ing the rear door. But the seat was
vacant, and looking around, he could
see his mother was walking up the
wide cement pavement that jutted
from the Bevglade lobby. Surprised
and angered, he ran after her, re-
straining her with a hand that rough-
ly clasped her arm. "Wait, Mother,"
he said firmly pulling her back. "Tell
that Higley and your blasted daugh-
ter who's the villain here."
"Let me go, Curtis," she said
sharply. She twisted away, and the
wetness in her eyes disgusted him.
He took hold of her again, but she
squirmed to free herself. "You don't
need me any longer!" she cried.
Curtis pushed her then, as hard and
forcefully as he could, cutting short
the laugh that came from Suzanne.
Like a marionette snapped from its
strings, his mother stumbled into an
unnatural fall on the grass, and the
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image of his wrong flashed through get the old woman up to the home,
his mind. Moving over to her quick- Standing where his mother had
ly, he gently helped her up. "Oh," he fallen, Curtis watched Suzanne and
said. Higley support the tremhling frame
"So your mother's a liar too, isn't up the cement walk. He realized that
she, my gentle brother?" Suzanne somehow, when the walk became an
laughed, taking hold of the weeping icy tongue and licked her into its
woman's hand. yawning mouth, all of them were too
Brian told Suzanne to shut up, selfishly busy looking elsewhere to
that he was disgusted with her care,
damned family, and please to help
Understudy
Charles Edward Eaton
The athlete, too, in autumn comes,
A young master, the brown sire.
Looking for the moody, ruddy fire,
Crushing in his hand chrysanthemums.
What does he look for but allegiances?
He is a secret coil of bronze —
So tempered among the melting ones,
He tenses to the burning leaves' advances.
That is the oldest scent upon his hand —
How otherwise so tart and spice?
A fumbler, then, an emotional device:
Should love lie down at his command?
In one sense just an ordinary boy,
A spiral, a muscular outburst.
At the watermain we saw his thirst
Gulp from an artery of joy.
There were pies in the window: home
Was ripe heaven's disarray;
Drawers tangled with socks were like a play
Where one could dress by rule of thumb.
We may only repeat our conversations:
Rush of water, appetite, and tangled clothes.
Gongs are struck at his approach, but who has courage to propose
A vote of confidence among our suppositions?
On Learning to Write
• Caroline Gordon
There is a great deal of emphasis nowadays on what we call "the
creative," the works of the imagination. Children are encouraged, indeed,
expect to be, as we say, "creative," and in early youth. Coleridge, who was
certainly creative and whose individuality showed itself early in life — "at
eight I was already a Character" he boasts — Coleridge tells us that the
teacher to whom he owed most as a professional writer was the one who, as
he puts it, "drilled" him most severely in prescribed studies. This master not
only did not encourage flights of fancy but rather censured them. "What,
boy?" he'd say, "the Pierian Spring? . . , You mean the village pump,
don't you?"
It doesn't go that way these days. The emphasis is all on the Pierian
Spring, and if the village pump is ever given a turn, it is expected to pro-
duce nectar instead of water. A good many nursery rhymes have been re-
written, in order to spare the susceptibilities of infants who are encouraged
to believe that, no matter what the sufferings of their progenitors, they
themselves have been born into a world that if it isn't perfect right now, it
will be perfect by the time they have grown up. Children used to take ex-
ample from the fate of Hyuki and Bil, those Scandinavian children, who
were sent out in the middle of the night by their father to draw "song-mead"
from the spring which broke forth from Himir's fount and, filling their
pail too full, spilled the precious liquor on the mountainside and thus at-
tracted the attention of Mani, the handsome youth who drove the chariot
of the moon. He seized them and fixed them in the heavens as constellations.
They survived in the nursery rhyme that all children used to learn:
Jack fell down and broke his crown
And Jill came tumbling after.
But now children know that even if Jack did break his crown, it was only
a concussion, and what child doesn't expect to go to the moon — almost
any minute now?
I met a little girl the other night whom I hadn't seen for several years.
I told her what was the truth that she was even prettier than she had been
the last time I saw her and then, as is the foolish habit of elderly people, asked
her what she had been reading lately. She rattled off a list of books and
when I expressed surprise that I had read some of them at her age, she
opened her violet eyes wild and murmured, "But Aunt Caroline, I'm I. G. C!"
Her grandmother hastily informed me that that meant "Intellectually
Gifted Child."
There was an article in a recent Sunday edition of the Neiv York Times
containing the dossiers — I am tempted to call them by that name — of
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some presumably gifted children. My heart bleeds for IwcIve-year-oM Chris
and for his teacher who has been induced to write thus:
This young fellow has matured quite some in that he recog-
nizes a situation for its worth and settles down immediately.
If he suspects that there is any room for horseplay, how-
ever, he's right there, leading it! We feel confident that
given time he will apply himself wholeheartedly to a situa-
tion.
And there is Jennifer
. . . who is certainly a musical girl but needs help in key-
boardistic things which she has finally begun to accept.
But the one who made my hairs stand on end — and I am glad that
they are whitening rapidly because that means I probably won't live long
enough to have her ask my advice about her first novel (which, of course,
she won't call by that antiquated name) is four-year-old Ellen, who
.... is making tremendous strides in block building . . .
but paints chiefly to experiment with color.
The heart, as my novelist friend used so often to sigh, knoweth its own
bitterness. For many years, I have conducted what we in "the trade" call
a "workshop in fiction," that is, a course in the techniques of the novel.
I remember one student — he turned out to be one of my most gifted stu-
dents — who, like little Ellen, had been led to believe that professional
writing was largely a matter of experiment. He began his novel with a semi-
colon! When I expressed surprise, he explained that he was engaged in mak-
ing experiments in punctuation, following the example of the poet Estlin
Cummings. I pointed out that Cummings had the advantage of a sound
classical education and had mastered various forms of punctuation before
he began experimenting with their uses.
The young man said that he had never thought of that. He added that
he had no objection to learning the use of the semicolon, or the colon or the
comma, or even the period — if I thought that such knowledge would be of
any help to him as a novelist. I told him that I thought that it would be the
making of him! The novel, boiled down to a short story, put through nine
or ten revisions and denuded of semicolons, finally appeared in a magazine
which one of our great foundations publishes and distributes abroad as con-
taining specimens of some of the best fiction being written in our time.
When the proud author sent me a copy of the magazine, I thought. Well, it
is a sample of some of the best writing being done in our time — and hoiv!
This young man, as soon as he was convinced that there had been
a serious oversight in his education, set about remedying that oversight,
with what struck me as extraordinary courage — he already had a wife and
child to support. He has been working alone — I believe it is seven years
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now — to repair the gaps in his early education, and he has gotten to the
point where I — or any practicing novelist who knows his craft — can help
him; but I cannot refrain from thinking how much better off he would have
been if he had known the parts of speech and their functions, to say nothing
of the nature and use of points of punctuation, before he enrolled in
a "creative writing" class.
Leonard Carmichael of the Smithsonian Institution published a book
some years ago called Psychology, in which he pointed out that a hundred
years ago a graduate of any college in the United States could translate
Greek verse into Latin, or he wouldn't have been awarded his bachelor's
degree. In order to accomplish this feat — what was once taken as a matter
of course has come to seem a considerable feat — the candidate was obliged
to know the parts of speech and their functions. (You see, I really do like
that word function — in its place
!
) Very few of the talented people who
come my way — and a surprising number of them come my way — know one
part of speech from another. Almost none of them have the habit of writing
sentences which are, at once, forceful and grammatical. In twenty years, dur-
ing which hundreds of students have passed through my classes in the tech-
niques of fiction, I can recall only four who came to the course properly
prepared to do the work they were going to attempt, only four students, that
is, who had already developed a prose style — an "instrument" — which
was sufficiently disciplined to serve as a channel for their imaginative
creations.
This situation is lamentable. It works hardships on everybody. I believe
that it is in large part, the result of a basic flaw in our present-day educa-
tional system, a flaw which affects every aspect of contemporary life and
even invades the body politic. You can't think clearly about foreign or
domestic affairs, or even your income tax, or any of your other problems,
if you can't put your thoughts into phrases that are the product of logical
processes of thought. But I must not get out of my depth. I am at present
most concerned with my own art, my own craft, the writing of novels or
short stories, the making of fictions of one length or another. It seems to me
that the present deplorable state of affairs works more hardship — more
immediately discernible hardship — on the young man or woman who aspires
to become a professional writer than on almost anybody else.
Certainly, our present educational system is full of contradictions. A
young writer nowadays does not have to go far to get expert help with his
work. There are resident writers on every college campus, many of them
not only distinguished imaginative artists but gifted, too, as teachers. That
is one of the phenomena of our times. As ray old friend Yvor Winters, him-
self gifted both as poet and teacher, puts it: the universities today play the
part the monasteries played in the Middle Ages. They preserve learning
which but for them might be lost.
But the road to proficiency in any profession is hard; the lyf so shorte,
the crafte so hard to learne. The young writer today faces difficulties he
never had to face before. As I have said, he has unprecedented opportunities
for learning his craft — opportunities that are literally dazzling — but in
most cases he is hardly able to take advantage of them: he has not acquired
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the tools of his trade. He cannot write the English language, for the simple
reason that he seldom knows one part of speech from another.
I had a student in one of my classes — a graduate student in English— who told me once that it never would have occurred to him that calmly
was an adverb. The same young man said that he considered T. S. Eliot's
poem "Sweeney Among the Nightingales" a failure because it did not "com-
municate." When I asked what the poet was trying to communicate, he said
that that was beside the point. The poem, he maintained, "did not get across."
He thought that this was because the poet had referred to Agamemnon. He,
himself, said he had never heard of Agamemnon, and he felt that the poet
had no "right" to use a name not in common usage — "if he wanted to com-
municate."
Another young man, more literate, a graduate of Harvard, held up his
hand. He said that he had heard of Agamemnon. When I asked where he
had encountered that worthy, he said that it was in a poem by William Butler
Yeats called "Leda and the Swan." I said, "You mean
The broken wall, the burning roof and tower
And Agamemnon dead.
Being so caught up,
So mastered by the brute blood of the air.
Did she put on his knowledge with his power
Before the indifferent beak could let her drop?
He said, "That's right" and added reflectively, "but I never could
figure out who Leda was!"
I was rather bowled over by this remark. I subscribe to the theory,
held, I believe, by some scholars, that Homer was the first novelist of the
Western world. Certainly, he shows himself a master of many of the tech-
niques that have to be mastered in order to write fiction professionally on
any level. The next time my class met, I took down a translation of the
Odyssey and read a passage that I have been reading and rereading for more
than thirty years. It is Odysseus' visit to the Cyclops' cave. You remember
how Odysseus and his men are driven on shore by a storm and hide in the
Cyclops' cave? I pointed out, as best I could, that in this passage we found
many of the techniques we had been talking about all term, that it was
possible that Flaubert had learned his technique of Naturalism right here. At
any rate, Emma Bovary, the first time we glimpse her, is a young woman
in a blue merino dress, with three flounces. I begged my students not to
bother, for the moment, at least, about whether each of these flounces s}"m-
bolized a lover; in fiction, one must, after all, concern oneself, first, with
what Dante called "the literal level." I urged them to observe, instead, that
the rams tended by the Cyclops, Polyphemus, were large, well fed — what
in Kentucky we call "good order" — and that their fleece was thick and
dark or, as some translators make it, "violet-colored."
When the Cyclops comes home after pasturing his flocks all dav (lean-
ing on a walking stick which I have always imagined as being about the
size of a telegraph pole), he brings with him for his evening fire a bundle
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of dry twigs, the way Italian peasants do to this day. Outside the cave, he
has huilt out of stones the same kind of pens New England farmers used to
build for their stock. He leaves the rams and bucks in these outside pens and
drives the ewes and lambs into pens he has built inside the cave. He puts
the lambs in one pen, the ewes in another, then sits down and milks the ewes.
When he has finished milking each ewe, he turns the weanling in to its dam
and lets it, as we say, in my country, "strip" her. (A ewe, like a cow, holds
a part of her milk back for her young — a fact that has been known to
country people since — doubtless — pre-historic times!)
After the Cyclops has milked every "fresh" ewe. Homer shows him
following another homely routine. He pours the milk into several different
vessels. Some is set aside in order that the cream may rise on it; another
vessel will hold milk which will turn into clabber, still another, milk which
eventually will become cheese. After he has finished all these tasks, he fills
yet another vessel with milk and sets it down and lights his fire and is about
to drink his milk, with some cheese of his own making, when he hears Odys-
seus and his men stirring in the shadows of the cave, and even though Odys-
seus describes their sufferings eloquently and pleads with him passionately
to spare them, the Cyclops cannot resist the temptation to add to his some-
what restricted diet and snatches up two of the men and after dashing them
to the earth, "as if they were puppies," cuts them up and eats them, limb
by limb.
I pointed out, as best I could, how Homer's portrayal of the Cyclops'
conscientious performance of his duties, his tender, expert care of his flock,
is of great dramatic importance, introduced, as it were, to counterbalance
his regrettable lapse into cannibalism, thus disposing the reader to sympa-
thize with him when Odysseus plays that trick on him — first blinding him
by boring his eye out with his own walking stick heated in the fire and then
getting his men out of the cave by tying the rams together in threes and lash-
ing a man under the belly of each of the middle rams. And then I read that
passage which I have always found so moving in which the blinded Cyclops,
reclining in the door frame of the cave, lets the ewes and lambs and bucks
go out to pasture and then runs his hands over the back of every ram till he
comes to the finest ram of all, the one which, as Odysseus says, "was bur-
dened with the weight of his own fleece and my cunning self."
There have been many translations of this passage. I have never decided
which I like best. But E. V. Rieu is among those scholars who maintain
that the Odyssey is a novel, and he has tried to give us a rendering which,
as he says, "the modern reader" may understand with ease and read with
appreciation. I therefore choose his rendition of this famous passage:
Sweet ram, what does this mean? Why are you the last of
the flock to pass out of the cave, you who have never lagged
behind the sheep, you who always step so proudly out and
are the first to crop the lush shoots of the grass, first to
make your way to the flowing stream, and first to turn
your head homewards to the sheepfold when the evening
falls? Yet today you are the last of all. Are you grieved
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for your master's eye, blinded by a wicked man and bis
accursed friends when he had robbed me of my wits with
wine?
The inevitable young man volunteered a comment. He said that he
thought that the Cyclops, Polyphemus, was "sentimental about animals." He
added that, in his opinion, such sentimentality about animals was often a
symptom of emotional insecurity.
I am sorry to say that I broke down and asked him how he thought
He^d feel if he had only one eye and that one in the middle of his forehead
and it had been put out — and if his older brothers and sisters each had
one hundred hands apiece and if his father had fallen into the habit of
swallowing his younger brothers and sisters as soon as they were born. He
stood his ground. He said that you couldn't call such a home "broken" but
that such a home environment did not make for emotional security ... I was
forced to agree and tell him that, under the circumstances, I thought that it
might be as well for him to try to learn his Naturalistic technique from some
writer other than Homer.
But it is strange the way things happen in this life! The next week
I went south to lecture in a woman's college in Georgia, and there I fell in
with my old friend Katherine Anne Porter, who, instead of delivering a lec-
ture, read to the assembled students and faculty a beautiful story that she
had just finished — she said she had been working on it, off and on, for
over thirty years.
The scene is laid in Texas, on a farm owned by a family named Muller,
whose peasant ancestors had been transplanted there from Germany in the
eighteen hundreds. The heroine, the narrator, has somewhat the same ex-
perience Yeats ascribes to Synge in his elegy of Major Robert Gregory, when
he enumerates "the friends"
. . . the friends that cannot sup with us
Beside a fire of turf in th' ancient tower,
And having talked to some late hour
Climb up the narrow winding stairs to bed . . .
and goes on to say
And that enquiring man John Synge comes next,
That dying chose the living world for text
And never could have rested in the tomb
But that, long traveling, he had come
Towards nightfall upon certain set apart
In a most desolate stony place,
Towards nightfall upon a race
Passionate and simple like his heart.
Synge, himself, has told us how, banished to an island in the Hebrides
for his health, he began spying on the cottagers he was living with through
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a chink in the wall, out of sheer boredom, and suddenly saw them moving
a play.
Miss Porter's heroine, fleeing some personal catastrophe (some "prob-
lem" she doesn't feel up to facing), becomes a boarder in the house of these
German peasants — for they are still peasants, bound to the land, their
movements prescribed by the rhythms of sowing and plowing and reaping
and the care of flocks and herds. They have horses and cows — and bulls —
and sheep and goats and chickens and ducks and turkeys, and they give every
beast and fowl on the farm the same conscientious, expert care that the
Cyclops, Polyphemus, gave his flocks and herds, following much the same
routine he followed. From her attic window. Miss Porter's heroine watches
their comings and goings, at first, like Synge, apathetically because her own
life is seemingly at a standstill, later out of passionate curiosity.
The story is the kind that Henry James called "long-waisted"; there is
a slow, painstaking accumulation of sensory details, interesting because they
are observed so accurately and portrayed so vividly, but apparently of no great
importance except to let us know how these people lived — until their very
way of life suddenly reveals itself not only as a forerunner but as a part of
a violent action, one of those mysterious currents which, sweeping up from
the depths of the human psyche, suddenly overwhelm a life and recreate it,
much as a whole landscape may be reshaped when a great tidal wave rolls
in from the sea. In fact. Miss Porter, in this story, is using exactly the same
techniques Homer uses in his story of Odysseus' visit to the cave of the
Cyclops.
Miss Porter has told me that she learned most of what she knows by
reading the books in her father's library. Indeed, I believe that her formal
education was interrupted when she left her convent school at an early age
to get married. It is evident, however, that she learned her craft the way
good writers have always learned their craft, from good writers who have
lived them through, what Melville has called in a beautiful figure, "the shock
of recognition." The writers — the fiction writers whom Miss Porter or any
other talented young writer needed to study — were to be found on the
library shelves in the homes of any literate persons a generation ago. They
are not always found on such shelves in such homes today.
When the colleges "debased the curriculum," as my father used to put
it — that is — when they ceased to require the study of Latin and Greek for
a bachelor's degree, they made it extremely difficult for any young man or
woman who wants to become a professional writer to acquire what used to be
a prerequisite for the practice of such a profession, a serviceable prose style
(for we do not learn English grammar from a study of English). We learn
it the way the medical student learns anatomy by a study of, a dissection of,
the grammar and syntax of the dead languages in which its roots are em-
bedded.
We lost something else, too. The student who does not read Hesiod or
Homer or Ovid or the Elder Edda or the Younger Edda has not made the
acquaintance of Agamemnon or Achilles or Odin or Thor or Theseus or
Heracles unless he encounters them on his psychiatrist's couch. Moreover, he
is inclined to resent any reference to these worthies. He is liable, as T. S. Eliot
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pointed out the other day in an essay in which he deplored the study of con-
temporary poetry to the exclusion of the older masters, as a kind of "pro-
vincialism in time." Jacques Barzun, in an essay in Harper's some months
ago, pointed out the same danger as being inherent in the neglect of the
classics. If we read only the works of our contemporaries, he says, we may
make the mistake of thinking that some technique that is as old as Homer is
the last word in fictional technique.
I think that the young man or woman who sets out to learn the craft
of fiction today often encounters another difficulty which writers of past
generations did not have to face. As the result of our neglect of the classics,
many of us have lost the sense of myth. Many young people today set out to
write novels or short stories before they know what a novel, a short story is.
We used to acquire this knowledge, this conception of perfect form when
we were so young we didn't know what we were learning — in infancy from
fairy tales that the most ignorant old nurse could tell us — later from read-
ing The Odyssey, The Iliad, The Aeneid, Hesiod's Theogony, the plays of
Aeschylus, Euripides, and Sophocles. The adventures of the Greek — and
Norse — heroes are good stories. Every one of them. They approach perfec-
tion in form. They are also patterns of human behavior that are as true today
as they were in the time of Homer and Hesiod. A fiction — a novel, a short
story, a play — comes into being when one of these timeless patterns reveals
itself in time in a conflict in which human beings are involved.
I have suspected now one person, now another of perpetrating these
crimes against our language and hence our literature. Jean Jacques, cer-
tainly, has a large responsibility for our present plight, Jean Jacques, who
called his mistress "Mama" and the mother of his children "Aunt" and put
his children in a foundling home before he wrote his treatise on how to bring
children up; Jean Jacques, who said that all his life he was somehow
managing not to learn any Latin.
Perhaps if he had learned any Latin, he wouldn't have palmed off on us
that noble savage who, now as a juvenile delinquent, roams the streets of
our cities. The Greek dramatists could have wised him up on the intricacies
of family relationships more effectively, I suspect, than any of our present-
day "marriage counselors," and there are certain authors who, I think, could
have toughened up even that mind if it had ever really been exposed to
them. . . . And then there is our own Benjamin Franklin, who held that the
study of Latin and Greek were of use chiefly as preparation for a study of
the languages of those countries with which America hoped to trade. And
Thomas Huxley, who, one day, decided that he would advance faster in the
brilliant career in science, which he already foresaw lay before him. if he
were not forced to submit himself to the continued discipline of classical
studies and thereby, unwittingly, perhaps, helped to deprive young people
who came after him of the very disciplines which, in most cases, it seems,
were indispensable for them, even if they weren't for him. At times, as I say.
I blame first one person, then another. But perhaps the fault lies w^ith us. any
of us who are old enough, ourselves, to be literate and yet have made little
effort to preserve for the young a heritage which is so ancient, so vast, so
rich that no mortal man can evaluate it.
In Place of the Gadsdens
• John J. McAleer
"I don't know why we came here
anyway," said Mrs. Gadsden, using
the gold ballpoint she had been pick-
ing her teeth with to circumscribe
the air before her, like some mock
Mab casting a spell.
"Here," Mr. Parehk knew without
reflection, was not merely the Great
Eastern Hotel, or Calcutta, or even
Bengal, but the whole of India. Mrs.
Gadsden, he had found out during
the two days he had known her,
never limited herself to small state-
ments.
"If they'd settled that thing in
Laos," Mrs. Gadsden went on, "noth-
ing could have dragged me here."
Her lips wrinkled scornfully giving
a glimpse, on an eye tooth, of ball-
point striations meandering like some
iridescent Irrawaddy down to the
broad delta of mouth.
Mr. Parehk was not to be diverted.
Words and image converged in his
mind to confirm his surmise that all
India was under indictment. To be
sure, in an epoch of countries un-
developed in everything except an
himalayan capacity to recoil against
slights, Mrs. Gadsden's opinions were
atrocious. But she had her style, and
it held Mr. Parehk enthralled. He
despised people who stood by opin-
ions which might have been devised
by agents of some painstaking prop-
aganda service. No government agen-
cy could have invented this coarse,
bluff woman, with her faint sweaty
odors, ripsaw inflections, and abu-
sive remarks. It was even less likely
that enemy intelligence had called
her into existence. It would have
taken a lifetime to perfect such a
role. It was comfortable to think she
was thoroughly real. Yet, as Mr. Pa-
rehk dolefully reflected, society could
not survive her sort in any quantity.
Such people, he saw, tend to de-
plete the atmosphere around them,
leaving their followers oxygen
starved, debilitated both in body and
spirit. The point found illustration
in Jimmy Gadsden. The boy was a
sort of inadequate polyp adhering to
a thriving host which absorbed when
it should have nourished. For these
past two days, indeed, Jimmy's plight
often had been in Mr. Parehk's
thoughts and, when able, he had
stood between the boy and his mo-
ther simply to see if Jimmy could
be made to react toward his environ-
ment as an independent organism. If
Jimmy had any capacity for sprout-
ing his own antennae, however, it
had not yet shown itself. Looking,
with a pocket viewer his mother
bought him that morning, at some
color slides of the Victoria Memorial,
he sat now, cosseted in the embrace
of a wing chair at the quiet end of
the lobby, a classic study in uterine
flight.
Jimmy was short for his age, which
was sixteen, but there was a totaled-
up look about him which suggested
he would go on being short for his
age until age stopped being a factor,
and he could begin instead to think
of himself as short for his genera-
tion. He seemed limp, too, like one
who, giving in to every non-essential
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passion, never has any essential ones.
His meager allotment of flesh seemed
wrapped on his bones like surplus
suet on a supermarket roast. And
like his clothing, his skin hung slack
on him as if at some former time it
had accommodated a larger tenant.
Mr. Parehk found the boy's mind
squelchy and unrinsed, the sort of
mind food faddists deplored when
they carried on about devitalized
grains and unflushed bowels. In vege-
tarian India one now often heard
such talk among the educated. As
laws of nutrition came to be under-
stood better, they fretted lest dietary
peculiarities should leave them less
stamina than the achiever nations.
For his part, Mr. Parehk believed no
diet could guarantee vitality if inter-
est in life were lacking. Jimmy, he
divined, was past caring for the
things allowed him. The world shown
him in deceptive abundance by his
mother in the five summers that had
gone by since his father's death was
to him a tedious documentary pre-
pared for mental shut-ins. Nor could
he respond with the least enthusiasm
to his mother's tumultuous prejudices
which, nevertheless, were expressed
with such certitude and flamboyancy
that he could never exert himself to
work up exceptional views of his
own. He was a spent listener fallen
asleep at a hate rally and in terror
of that future time when, awaking,
he could be compelled to meet, with-
out any guarantee of recognizing
them in time, the unknown horrors
creeping out of every corner of the
world.
For unknown reasons, Mrs. Gads-
den had exempted Mr. Parehk from
the predatory masses of humanity
lying in wait for Jimmy and herself.
It was unlikely that the dispensation
sprang from any fine motive. Cer-
tainly, the Jain knew, the privilege
would not last a minute beyond that
time when her caprices decided it
should end. What was in back of it?
For one thing, even for his mother,
Jimmy must have been a disappoint-
ing audience. Perhaps she saw Mr.
Parehk's solicitude for the boy and
hoped he would resuscitate him a lit-
tle for her. Or the novelty of his in-
terest aroused her curiosity. In any
case, it was a bonus of travel that
a limited acquaintance could be
struck up with people that could be
ended before it forced concessions.
She watched almost tolerantly now as
Mr. Parehk peered into the viewer
to see the slide, which Jimmy listless-
ly held out to him, of that ugly white
marble palace, the Victoria Memorial.
Why was it, she found herself won-
dering, that Jimmy always held his
frail arms in that oddly hooked way
like a drowning person clawing to
the surface? The short sleeves of the
summer shirt he wore even seemed to
exaggerate the effect.
"No, I don't want to see it any
more," she said, as Mr. Parehk of-
fered her the viewer. "It's as hideous
as that Victor Emmanuel Memorial
in Rome—the one Mussolini tore
down Franciscan headquarters to
build. During the war the British
smeared the Victoria Memorial with
mud to keep the Japs from sighting
off it. They should have left it that
way. Better yet, they should have let
it alone and let the kamikaze inciner-
ate it." Jimmy eyed his mother pen-
sively, his little warmth of interest
flickering away. Mr. Parehk thought
it important to intervene.
"Its gardens are splendid. One
overlooks the rest."
"Gardens don't last." decreed Mrs.
Gadsden. "When everything's dead,
how ugly it must all look!"
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For Jimmy's sake Mr. Parehk de-
clined to yield the point.
"We grew up in times intolerant of
Victorian gingerbread," he said,
generously extricating Mrs. Gadsden
from the era of her girlhood. "Nation-
alism and Le Corbusier at Chander-
nagor aren't likely to bring back jhat
tolerance here," he went on. "But
western taste is cyclical. Tennyson
is reinstated. And rose-backed sofas!
Why not Victoria's Memorial?"
The brutality of Chandernagor
secretly appealed to Mrs. Gadsden,
but she never liked to speak of what
pleased her. Nor was she easily side-
tracked. It wasn't really the mildewed
apathy of the sub-continent that an-
gered her now. One thing alone had
poisoned her capacity for enjoyment
—the collapse of her plans to visit
Cambodia. She seemed about to
speak. Then her hands suddenly
flopped about her, like paddle
wheels, as she brushed flakes of pow-
dered sugar from the front of her
skirt where they had fallen during
luncheon. It was as though she were
dismissing confectionery remem-
brances of the big, unbaked Memo-
rial.
"I don't care for anything I've seen
in Calcutta," she began abrasively.
"The Belur Math looks wealthy. The
Jain temple's an amusement park at
a cheap summer colony."
Mr. Parehk winced. What could he
say in defense of the temple? Cast
iron gods with handle-bar mustaches
and derby hats. It looked as though
his nineteenth century forbears had
been bamboozled by a fast-talking
American salesman with a Gothic
sense of humor. It was exactly as
Mrs. Gadsden said it was. That was
one comfort in being around such a
disgruntled person. The truth was
heard more often. Did that mean.
after all, Mr. Parehk mused, that
truth was ugliness, not beauty?
Rather, the ugliness was in the
thing concealed, not in exposure of
that concealment. Only when ugliness
was seen and swept away could beau-
ty begin. Truth did that. The Jain
temple was Calcutta's biggest tourist
attraction. From childhood Mr. Pa-
rehk had worshipped there. He saw
it through his many associations with
it and his awe of God. It had taken
Mrs. Gadsden to make him see it was
in fact ugly. If she saw that she had
temporarily routed the Jain, how-
ever, Mrs. Gadsden gave no sign of
it. Her concern was again Cambodia
and her disappointment.
"Jimmy felt he'd like to see Ang-
kor Vat, when I told him about it.
I wanted to see it too. For my money
the only good civilization's a van-
ished civilization. Whatever's good
about it has lasted. You know no
one's trying to fake something to
impress you. Like the English. After
the War, in Salisbury I saw some
Jude Frawley aging buttresses with
linseed oil to stick on a cathedral
probably rebuilt a dozen times since
the Middle Ages. In one street near
Grosvenor Square they were putting
up a row of Queen Anne houses to
replace some bombed flat."
At the mention of Angkor Vat,
Jimmy's mouth fell open a little.
"We would have seen it, too," he
said at last, in a sullen monotone, "if
those clowns in the State Depart-
ment hadn't let the Commies take
Laos. Can't let us go to the trouble
spots, they said. I bet Peiping can
go, all right."
The views he expressed, Mr. Pa-
rehk saw, were typical of his mo-
ther's angry slant on public affairs.
Now, in fact, Mrs. Gadsden threw in
a finishing phrase to sum up what
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passed for their mutual view.
"Once, an American passport
would take you anywhere in the
world. Now you're lucky if it gets
you through customs."
She must have thought it a good
exit line, for with it she went off
abruptly to scoff at a tray of san-
dalwood animals on sale at the hotel
newsstand, convinced they were com-
mon oleander wood scented with
sandalwood essence to deceive people
who'd be thousands of miles away
before they knew they'd been swin-
dled. Soon her voice, shrill with deri-
sion as she heaped her views on the
subject upon an astonished desk clerk,
was heard throughout the lobby. A
smile brightened suddenly on Jim-
my's face,
"They took her last year in Cairo
with some scarab brooches that
turned out to be hunks of pine daubed
with fingernail polish. If the guy
who rooked her ever heard her going
on about it, he'd have crawled un-
der a pyramid just to get away from
the noise. Ma sure hates someone to
get the best of her."
Although he had grown up in Tol-
lygunge, the Dakhuria Hemp Co-op
had sent Mr. Parehk to the Delhi of-
fice. He had met the Gadsdens com-
ing down in the plane on a semi-
holiday visit, and so whimsical an
interest in them had seized him that
in the preceding two days, during
every free moment, he had thrown
himself in their way. They were the
most surprising people. What was
she doing outside the States anyway?
She was really unexportable, an ata-
vism from the area when Americans
abroad acted as they pleased without
concern for international problems or
for the feelings of nationals whom
they encountered. Yet, the fact per-
sisted, she was so appalling as actual-
ly to be quite likajjlf;. She wasn't
trying to put anyone across the New
Frontier. And certainly, she wasn't
trying to implant in alien minds the
legend of the Splendid American.
She was grandly, uncompromisingly,
a rancorous old gargoyle who found
little to admire in foreigners, little
to admire in Americans, and much
to admire in herself. Hadn't she told
him of the State Department: "It's
like Noah's ark. Only the storm with-
out keeps it from expiring from the
stench within"? Hadn't she called
Nehru, "Red China's window dress-
er," and Ayub Khan, "a back coun-
try warlord"? Wasn't travel for her
merely a chance to multiply for her-
self prospects of being taken in so
that she could resist them all and
applaud her own agility at having
done so? Small wonder the scarabs
of Egypt stirred her to frenzy.
Jimmy, too, after his fashion, was
no less unusual an American to find
abroad in the summer of 1961. Who-
ever associated diffidence and lack
of self-confidence with Americans?
Certainly not Indians. India thought
of Emerson's "Self-Reliance" as a
twenty-eighth Upanishad. To exhibit
Jimmy's like in foreign lands was to
hand the Soviet a propaganda vic-
tory as neatly parceled as a CARE
package. A remorseful overflight pi-
lot, scrupulously brainwashed, could-
n't look more abject and spiritless.
What if Jimmy was taken as illustra-
tive of growing inadequacy among
Americans? Yet inadequacy was a
tricky commodity ; it could excite pity
as well as contempt. Mr. Parehk
found it a challenge to pity the
wealthy; as for the poor, he saw too
many of them to lament their circum-
stances with any real conviction.
It did not seem right that Jimmy
should spend the afternoon sitting in
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the lobby of the Great Eastern look-
ing at color slides of Calcutta when
just a few feet away, through the
open door, the clang of rickshaw
bells, the murmur of mendicants, the
rage of commerce, and the shuffling
motion of the aimless and unhoused
swelled away through the streets of
the vast metropolis. By every reckon-
ing, Americans were forthright.
Everything Mr. Parehk had read or
heard about them conveyed that as-
surance to him. Yet now, when he
wished to extend a frank invitation,
he found himself, out of habit, in-
quiring of Jimmy.
"Like all westerners, you've gone
to look at the Black Hole?"
"Oh, no, I haven't," Jimmy told
him, adding with a directness which
suggested how superfluous the Jain's
delicacy had been, "won't you take
me?"
"Yes," Mr. Parehk told him,
"though you'll feel cheated when
you get there. Man's art never had
succeeded in scooping it as deep or
draping it as black as his fancies
have been able to do."
If Mr. Parehk had any expectation
of giving Jimmy an afternoon out of
his mother's sight (and the truth is
that he did not) , he would have had
quickly to let go of that hope. Jimmy
sought out his mother as a matter
of course.
"That's one place she has down to
see," he called back over his shoulder,
as he moved toward the newsstand.
"The British sure burn her. She
wouldn't wanna miss the Black Hole,
you can bet."
Nor did she.
The party soon was moving across
the city in two rickshaws, Mr. Pa-
rehk's in front of that which held
the Gadsdens. They were bicycle
rickshaws, euphemistically called ped-
dicabs, a kind of vehicle which in re-
cent years had successfully invaded
the field against the runner-drawn
variety. For this fact Mr. Parehk was
thankful. To haul Mrs. Gadsden's
bulk alone, a husky runner would
have been needed, and she had in-
sisted that Jimmy squeeze in beside
her so that she could direct his at-
tention to meaningful sights along
the route. Like Jimmy, though quite
fit looking, Mr. Parehk was slight in
build. It would have been easier for
Jimmy to ride with him and more in-
structive, for the Jain could have
characterized the passing scene with
more precision than Mrs. Gadsden
could. Mr. Parehk guessed, however,
that he could not have expressed him-
self with her piquancy. Could his
verbal resources possibly have
matched hers when it came to taking
the measure of the plague-breeding
debris heaps seen on some street cor-
ners? Could he have picked out as
unerringly the counterfeit beggars,
make-believe epileptics, the self-de-
formed, the disease carriers? Would
he have been able to categorize with
like effectiveness, the panderers, side-
walk hucksters, quasi-Latin Anglo-
secretaries, superannuated sadhus,
and corrupt minor officials? Would
it have occurred to him, for example
as it did now to Mrs. Gadsden, that a
sidewalk sleight-of-hand man grow-
ing a mango tree beneath a cotton
cloth, a common enough sight in Cal-
cutta, was like a Catholic priest per-
forming the hocus-pocus of the Ro-
man ritual?
As the rickshaw neared the junc-
ture of Lower Chitpur Road and
Bowbazar Street, the traffic thickened
and soon halted. A rickshaw and taxi
had collided. In the middle of the
street a blonde young lady, apparent-
ly the taxi's passenger, was, with the
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aid of a clenched fist waved menac-
ingly, exhorting each driver by turns
to accept her arbitration. The shouts
of both drivers berating one another
and the shrill lamentations of an el-
derly Brahmin who had been tipped
out of the rickshaw into the street
rang around her. Although the Brah-
min's eyeglasses probably were mere
window glass worn for cosmetic ef-
fect, as was the way with many In-
dians, they had fallen off and were
broken, and he seemed more upset
by this fact than by the lacerations
on his knees which even now were
rorschaching red blots into his dhoti.
A constable who appeared on the
scene ignored the jammed traffic and
the cries and complaints of the driv-
ers and the injured Brahmin. He
chose instead to stand by the blonde
young woman shaking his head like
a run-down toy and haplessly grip-
ping the wrist of one of his arms with
the fingers of his other hand. Patent-
ly he could think of no rule from
his course of instruction which ap-
plied to the situation he now found
himself in. How was one to placate
a white woman who had militancy
and Satyagraha tangled in her head?
Mr. Parehk had hopped down from
his peddicab to trot nimbly among
the frozen floes of taxis, lorries, pri-
vate cars, and lighter vehicles which
steamed like melting fragments of
some black Arctic amid the jagged,
white glacier of buildings sprawling
out from the sides of the highway.
To his brief surprise he saw that the
resourceful Mrs. Gadsden was not
leaving her redemption to him. Rath-
er like a dreadnaught (her pace
though impressive was at too great
an expense of effort to be called
nimble) , she advanced through the
stalled traffic, here and there jounc-
ing against a rickshaw to the amaze-
ment of the occupants, or startling a
peddicabbie into hastily scuttling into
some sliver of space from which he
would later extricate himself with
bitter difficulty. In bewildering
fashion she passed the Jain, like
Speke outmaneuvering Burton on the
trek to the Nile sources, and presently
rolled up, like some astonishing preci-
pice of surf, before the angry white
apostle of non-violence who had made
herself the wonder of Calcutta's
noonday. At another time Mrs. Gads-
den might have chosen to subtract
herself mentally from this scene of
alien confusion. Most certainly she
did not consider herself her brother's
keeper. Most emphatically, she had
told herself, as she moved up through
the thronged traffic, she was not
Sarah Dimfelt's keeper. She merely
wanted to know if the girl playing
white goddess up ahead was, indeed,
the foolish young woman with the
American consular service who had
been on their plane as far as Abadan.
She saw now, without pleasure, that
her hunch had been all too shrewd.
From the first time she saw the girl,
she had thought her a pitiable thing
—just out of college, her mind
warped out of its filberty dimensions
with Peace Corps ideals—the jargon
that "East and West are but alternate
beats of the same heart." How deli-
ciously characteristic of her was the
situation she now found herself in.
Surely nothing short of throttling her
the day she decided to minor in geo-
politics could have prevented it. Mrs.
Gadsden spoke abruptly.
"Do you charge admission for this
sort of thins?" she asked. "Or is it
all for free?"
The girl looked up, stunned and
furious.
"That isn't even worth an answer,"
she snapped.
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Mrs. Gadsden spurned the words.
"Have you made up your mind,"
she pursued, with a lash of deceptive
benignity, "whether you're Rosanne
of Charing Cross or a UN task
force? No outsider can tell."
In reply, the girl stamped one foot
against the macadam like a Nile
queen summoning out a dance troupe.
She couldn't trust herself to say an-
other word to her tormentor. She
had, in fact, disliked Mrs. Gadsden
from that moment at Idlewild when
she saw her making loud demands for
the removal of a Skye terrier from
the terminal waiting room. She had
wondered then why such people ever
went traveling. A woman like Mrs.
Gadsden couldn't be made happy if
the original Seven Wonders of the
World, each of them overhauled by
Conrad Hilton, were strewn along
her travel route. One such person,
the girl thought indignantly, was
really a political Typhoid Mary,
leaving after her, wherever she went,
epidemic Yankophobia. Why couldn't
the government have refused her a
passport and confiscated her travel
funds? Wouldn't it be better to use
that money instead to underwrite
careers of overseas service for several
earnest young people like herself who
would win America friends? And how
annoying now to have this hefty gob-
bler yelling at her before all these
impressionable Asiatics. The taxi-
rickshaw smashup had given her a
golden opportunity to slam home to
these people America's peaceful in-
tent. Mrs. Gadsden on the scene,
bulking up before everyone like a
Sherman tank, would alter the in-
cident into something approaching
an Armed Forces Day fly-past. She
had just made up her mind, on this
basis, to redouble her peaceful ef-
forts, here and now, when the Sikh,
cab driver unceremoniously told her
to stand aside. With that, Mrs. Gads-
den seized her elbow as though to
march her off like a headmistress in-
tercepting a bungling eloper. The ac-
tion made the girl stiffen. At once
it was evident that she meant to use
her antagonism toward Mrs. Gads-
den to cover her rout. She spun her
arm free.
"I can look after myself," she said
smartly, with what might have been
intended as a note of Peace Corps
pluck. It had none of the expected
effect on Mrs. Gadsden, who, once
having mounted the barricades, was
resolute in her determination to see
the matter through.
"I know this girl," she told Mr.
Parehk, who now joined them.
"So crazy for recognition she'd dance
naked on the top of Everest in a
winter blizzard to call attention to
herself."
"Which it would!" conceded the
Jain with that curious note of ur-
banity he had taken on since he had
known Mrs. Gadsden.
Though Mrs. Gadsden's observa-
tion had irked her, the girl peered
appreciatively at the Jain from be-
neath half-shut lids. She was jittery
enough at this point to want to aban-
don her Nightingale role at any cost.
And she saw it might profit her to
transfer her attention to the Jain.
To sell someone like him on the
sterling American virtues she felt she
embodied might be an act of far
greater influence in the long run.
Since he was with Mrs. Gadsden,
moreover, he was probably in need of
emergency therapy. Perhaps she
could even score a double success
and get back at Mrs. Gadsden
through him. That possibility decided
her. Her personality now darted out
at the surprised Jain like some sue-
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culent ivy rapidly slithering into the
light.
"I suppose I've behaved foolishly,"
she began, trusting to a mea culpa to
put things right. "But I was fright-
ened—and somebody just had to
speak for that poor rickshaw man.
He can't get by without a rickshaw,
can he?"
Mr. Parehk, despite such a tender
show of solicitude, was struck by
the girl's lack of interest in the well-
being of the rickshaw's passenger
who alone, of those involved in the
mishap, had received physical hurt.
Perhaps a tingling young girl could
not be expected to find in the man's
comfortable contours the object of
compassion she beheld in the slender
rickshaw bearer, whose deliquescent
eyes looked out at them over a high
horizon of fragile cheekbones which
seemed to draw the corners of his
mouth apart in an expresion of melan-
choly ecstasy. This thought, how-
ever, was succeeded rapidly in the
Jain's mind by the realization that
Miss Dimfelt had found in him an
object worthier of her mettle. A
change-over was already under way.
"Will you do something for me?"
she asked the Jain, her words suffused
with mixed suggestions of trust and
invocation. She might have been ad-
dressing an avatar (a possibility of
no small consequence to a Jain). Mr.
Parehk saw her unsnap her raffia
purse and select a five rupee note.
"Give this to the poor wallah," she
beseeched the Jain. "Let the Sikh see
someone wants justice."
"It's too much," the Jain protested,
alluding to the gesture. Misunder-
standing, the girl demurred.
"It's all right. I've nothins; small-
er.
The Jain contrived a bland look.
Mrs. Gadsden, he saw, was shrug-
ging her shoulders as though she
meant to dissociate herself from a
despicable act she could neither ap-
prove nor prevent. He folded the
banknote and, approaching the rick-
shaw driver, pressed it without dem-
onstration into fingers which, acting
on some prompt reflex as soon as the
texture of the object communicated
itself, closed tightly around it. De-
spite the Jain's discretion, the Sikh
guessed what had occurred, and his
voice broke into a feminine wail
emitted implausibly through his
great bush of beard. The American
mem-sahib, visibly let down when
she thought her charity was to go
unnoticed by all the impressionables
who had gathered on the scene, now
became the chief object of his ex-
coriations. The perplexity of the on-
lookers now plainly gave way to
mirth. Even the rickshaw bearer
grinned, and a most unsoulful glint
sharpened in his eyes as he stored
the money gift in the folds of his
dhoti. A tincture of redness con-
verged on Mr. Parehk's cheeks and
he found himself hastily beseeching
Jimmy, a tacit witness to these last
events, to support his efforts to end
the incident with dispatch. Super-
ciliousness, he knew, easily can alter
to anger once it inspirits a restive
crowd.
Righteously Miss Dimfelt an-
nounced she would not entrust her
person to a taxi. By devious logic
she decided she would be striking a
blow for human dignity if henceforth
she let herself be dragged about in
a rickshaw. All graciousness now,
she said further she could not let the
Gadsdens forfeit their afternoon to
see her back to the consulate build-
ing. Her only plan, she alleged, had
been to buy a tartan solar topee at
Hall & Anderson's. The Black Hole,
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it turned out, was the very thing she
wanted most to see in Calcutta. She
made no mention of the fact she'd
been to the site already and thought
it the world's dreariest fraud. Now,
pushing ahead with her plans for
Mr. Parehk's conquest, she insisted
she could share his rickshaw with
him. Miscegenation, she managed to
imply grotesquely, was her specialty.
"You can be my tutelary divinity,"
she went on Avith false verve. Past
alienation, the Jain sought in a glance
toward Mrs. Gadsden some clue to
aid him in his redeployment. Either
because she was piqued over his in-
itial courtesies to the girl or because
his usefulness to her was coming to
an end, Mrs. Gadsden chose not to
understand. If their trip to the Black
Hole was to be made a showcase of
international amity, it was nothing to
her. Yet how thoroughly at the ex-
pense of the British. That thought, at
least, salvaged the afternoon.
As soon as Miss Dimfelt headed
away from the accident scene, the
Gurkha constable, released from en-
sorcellment, persuaded the other dis-
putants, with a menacing show of his
lathi, to break off their wrangling.
Presently the traffic inched forward
and the rickshaws turned down Bow-
bazar Street away from much of the
confusion. Yet the novelty of riding
with a native Indian, in a peddicab,
kept Miss Dimfelt's pulse pounding.
"It's like a gondola ride in Venice,"
she told her companion exultantly,
"only without the singing."
"I can't let Venice outstrip us in
hospitality," Mr. Parehk replied on
cue.
He spoke a few words in Bengali
to the puller who at once broke into
a nasal tune, its tone wavering and
sad. A shadow fell down the girl's
face like a blush.
"What's it about? Did he lose his
sweetheart?"
"It's a hymn in the Rigveda. The
Kathopanishad is based on it," the
Jain retorted evasively.
"But what's it about?" the girl in-
sisted.
The Jain translated the words of
the hymn: "Thou mountest though
thou dost not see, Child, the new
and wheel-less vehicle which thou
hast fashioned mentally, single-
axeled but turning every way."
"Why that's just like me," said
Miss Dimfelt. "I'm riding in a new
vehicle. But where is the vehicle in
the song going?"
"To Yama," Mr. Parehk said un-
easily.
"And Yama is?"
"Death."
Miss Dimfelt dropped her eyes.
"There," she said presently, "I
knew it was a sad song."
The Jain wondered if he should
speak to her of the Kathopanishad;
she gave no opportunity.
"The two things I've really wanted
to see here," she said now, "are the
Black Hole and the Yoga Temple at
Sodepur."
"In a moment, now," Mr. Parehk
said, "you'll see the Black Hole.
Sodepur must wait."
"It must?"
"Cholera," he told her. "The
Statesman says Sodepur has had ten
cholera deaths."
"We took shots against it before
we left the States," Miss Dimfelt said
hopefully. Clearly she was not one to
adapt herself to circumstances as she
found them.
Mr. Parehk wondered if all Amer-
ican women were like her,
"Last year six members of an
American jazz band died of cholera
at Chittagong. They'd shots too."
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"How really awful," said the girl,
"I mean, jazz musicians and every-
thing. Dying like that when they
could be cementing cultural rela-
tions."
"You find that important, don't
you?"
"It's just everything. Why Dr.
Hotchkiss, the Peace Corps co-ordina-
tor back at Mount Holyoke, told us
that what we did over here might
decide whether or not old Mao-Mao
(that's her name for Mao Tse-tung
—Hotchy has a terrific sense of hu-
mor) got India or not."
If surprised to hear his country's
fate lay in such slender hands, Mr.
Parehk failed to show it.
"Gee," the girl said, "it certainly
is something to get in on all this."
"And how do you think you'll help
things along by visiting the Black
Hole?" Mr. Parehk asked with sly
expectation.
"Why, that's history," Miss Dim-
felt told him, compartmentalizing the
reference as though her day still con-
sisted in running from class to class.
"That is, isn't it right I should show
an interest in your traditions?"
"The Black Hole," said the Jain,
'is not an Indian tradition. It's a
British tradition, and a proven hoax.
Like Romeo and Juliet's tomb in Ve-
rona, it's something devised to meet
tourist demands. Probably no single
fable has done more to give western-
ers a queer notion about Bengal."
"How really awful," said Miss
Dimfelt, like a lady bountiful who
has just arrived on the doorstep of
the deserving poor only to discover
the bottom of her good will basket
has given way. "I mean," she said,
"why do they keep showing it if it
isn t so :
"Because people like Miss Dim-
felt, U.S.A. have it in mind as a
point of reference. We don't like to
disappoint our guests."
"The Gadsdens wanted to see it,
of course?" Miss Dimfelt asked fret-
fully. It would help to push on to
them blame for getting into an ad-
venture so incompatible with her role
as a conveyor of good will.
Ingenuously Mr. Parehk owned
they had undertaken the trip at his
instigation.
"I thought it might touch off Mrs.
Gadsden's Anglophobia," he confided
outrageously. "She is so interesting
when she flares up."
Miss Dimfelt was not to be baited.
"How really awful," she said.
That phrase again. Mr. Parehk
wondered if the girl knew of the
brain-fever bird. He listened with an
effort.
"As soon as I first saw that wom-
an, I knew they shouldn't let her out
of the country. What can people think
of us who only have her to go on?"
Just then the rickshaw halted at
the Black Hole site and Mr. Parehk
was spared the necessity of an an-
swer. The second rickshaw, contain-
ing the Gadsdens, at once pulled up
beside them.
Upon the pavement Mr. Parehk
pointed out to the reassembled party
the marker identifying the alleged
place of the "atrocity."
"Where's the Hole?" asked Mrs.
Gadsden, in a tone suggesting noth-
ing less than the Grand Canyon in
sepia could gratify her expectations.
"When I make a trip through a big,
dirty city on a blazing afternoon to
see a Hole, I want to see it."
Jimmy, the fact of his disappoint-
ment etched upon his face, read the
marker painstakingly, but said noth-
ing.
"I'm sorry for the wild-goose
chase," Mr. Parehk admitted. "Of
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course there was no other way to
convince you there never was a Black
Hole."
"They could have covered it up,"
said Jimmy. Mr. Parehk shook his
head.
"There wasn't a single mention of
it," he told them, "until two years
after it was said to have happened.
Even then, British officialdom could-
n't substantiate it. The story started
with a British propagandist whose
imagination outran his judgment."
"It should exist as a thoroughly
valid protest against British tyranny,"
Mrs. Gadsden cut in. "If you people
had the sense God gave you, you'd
sink an underground silo here and
let it syraboHze your freedom strug-
gle. A symbol, that's what folks
want."
"Why, that's absolutely vicious!"
cried Miss Dimfelt.
"Of course it is," Mrs. Gadsden
said. "Life is vicious. God knows the
British are the last people on earth
who need to be told that."
"Then you and your surly little
son should have stayed at home,"
Miss Dimfelt whined in a shrill, nerv-
ous voice which showed clearly she
had exhausted all her resources short
of tears.
To his satisfaction Mr. Parehk saw
that this last thrust had finally awak-
ened the start of a personality in
Jimmy. A taunt from a pretty girl
had accomplished what Mrs. Gadsden
and his own solicitude had been un-
able to do.
"If the Commies had half a dozen
like her," the boy said, "Old Khru-
shchev would be seeking asylum in
the west."
The remark at once drew Mrs.
Gadsden's pleased attention. It really
made her day, in fact, and a moment
later a wink from Mr. Parehk drew
from her a mouth-twitch of trans-
ferred indifference which showed she
saw no need to carry the strife fur-
ther.
"The afternoon has been hard on
you," the Jain told Miss Dimfelt am-
biguously.
The girl at once seized on his
words as espousal of her cause. A
smear of scorn on her lips, she let
herself be led back to the rickshaw.
With a knowing nod to the Gadsdens,
Mr. Parehk assisted her into the ve-
hicle, where she blew her nose en-
duringly into a piece of kleenex. Mr.
Parehk spoke to Jimmy.
"If you'd like to follow, I'll see
that—"
"Not necessary," telegraphed Mrs.
Gadsden. "I've made it around the
world half a dozen times on my own.
We'll smell our way back when we're
ready to come." If there was a taunt
in this remark Mrs. Gadsden made
no effort to underscore it.
When the rickshaw started to move,
the girl suddenly pulled the kleenex
aside and threw a look of smug su-
premacy at the Gadsdens. Promptly
Mrs. Gadsden ran out her tongue
with the zest of a sandlot brat. Miss
Dimfelt at once looked away.
"If only they'd send over more
people like me in place of the Gads-
dens," she told Mr. Parehk when she
trusted herself to speak.
"Yet," sighed Mr. Parehk expan-
sively, "it's such people who help
us to remember we're human."
The rickshaw passed through Dal-
housie Square and on to Kidderpore
Road. Although the girl had a room
at the Great Eastern, she asked to be
let out at the corner of Chowringhee
and Lindsay. She had a touch of nau-
sea, she said, and walking was the
best way to work it off, she was
sure. She vetoed the Jain's offer to
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stay with her until she was sure she
was all right. He feared to insist
lest his intentions be misunderstood.
He watched her from the distance
until she disappeared through the
door of the Sealdah Transportation
Agency.
That evening Miss Dimfelt sent a
note to the Gadsdens apologizing for
her rudeness. She put it down to
the strain she'd been under earlier.
Accompanying the note were two bus
tickets from the Sealdah Agency
—
destination Sodepur. She urged them
to visit the Yoga temple before they
left Bengal. Mr. Parehk, who was
having dinner with the Gadsdens
when the note arrived, though Miss
Dimfelt could not have conceived of
such a possibility, tore the tickets
into several pieces and put them in
his pocket.
"You can't go there at this time
of the year," he explained gallantly.
"Two rivers are in spate. Altogether
impassable."
Mrs. Gadsden, who had called the
waiter to the table to assure him that
if she were to form her judgment by
the mangos just served her, they were
the most odious national dish any
nation had ever espoused, did not
seem to hear him.
"I get it," Jimmy whispered to the
Jain, while his mother's eloquence
soared, "I bet that Yoga Temple's
like the Black Pagoda Temple I read
about that's at Puri. You know, all
that phallic stuff?"
"Something like that," Mr. Parehk
owned evasively.
"We're supposed to go to Puri
after we leave Burdwan," Jimmy con-
fided. "Wow, I hope I get to see some
of it before Ma catches on."
The Jain pretended to listen, but
his hand was nervously running over
the saw teeth of torn tickets in his
pocket. What had he prevented?
Were not all men journeying to Ya-
ma? Yet in the wheel-less vehicle
which could turn in every direction,
the journey could take many days.
The boy stood up and pressed the
torgel switch on the wall by their
table. A warm thrust of breeze smote
the Jain. Overhead the punkah had
begun to plod its tiresome circuit,
chopping away relentlessly at the
fronds of the dead air.
In her room on the fourth floor of
the Great Eastern, Sarah Dimfelt lay
on her bed. Her nausea had grown
worse and she had vomited several
times. And now there was dysentery.
If it kept on, she'd have to ask for a
doctor. Even the apricot brandy her
mother had made her take with her
hadn't the promised effect. She felt
so listless. But, then, the day that
she had, explained that. She grimaced
as a violent muscle spasm clutched at
her midsection. She really should call
someone, but it was so much bother
to get out of bed again, when she
was so terribly tired. . . .
Downstairs, the whirling wheel of
punkah over their table suddenly
stopped while the Gadsdens and Mr.
Parehk were eating their dessert
—
gateau Milan— the only thing Mrs.
Gadsden had found on the menu
which at all pleased her. Now she
looked up fiercely at the motionless
fan.
"Just as I expected," she scolded:
"in this violent, Avretched climate no
comfort lasts. The most enduring
thing around is misery." Morosely,
she drew a black-eyed Susan from
the centerpiece before her. and one
by one stripped away the petals, while
looking up at the quiet punkah, won-
dering when it would start to move
Reality and Escape
# Brother Paul Francis Deasy, F.S.C.
Katherine Anne Porter's recent novel has served to emphasize a pre-
occupation in all her work: to trace to its sources and understand the logic
of what she calls the "majestic and terrible failure of the life of man in the
Western world." The early stories are short exercises, what the preface to
Flowering Judas calls "fragments" of a larger plan concerned with this
theme. They were written, she says, in a period of grotesque dislocations in
a whole society when the world was heaving in the sickness of a millenial
change.
The story "He" is a good illustration of how one aspect of this general
concern can be developed and complicated to the point where it becomes the
primary structural factor of a story. As an abstraction, this meaning might
be stated rather weakly as "failure to face reality leads to frustration."
Actually, the meaning ramifies and develops in a host of contrasted and
repeated relationships in the narrative. An examination of the first major
part, the first fourteen paragraphs, will show the main lines of this develop-
ment and will suggest that it contributes much to the story's success.
Life is hard for the Whipples : " 'It looks like our luck won't never let
up on us,' said Mr. Whipple, but Mrs. Whipple was all for taking what was
sent and calling it good, anyhow when the neighbors were in earshot." Several
of the meanings that will permeate the story are present here: Mr. Whipple's
outlook is contrasted with Mrs. Whipple's; what Mrs. Whipple believes dif-
fers from what she says to others; the neighbors are established as opposed
to the Whipples. The conversation reveals that the Whipples consider them-
selves subject to occurrences rather than responsible cause of them. This
indicates another basic contrast: what they do is seen as happening to them.
Their life, then, is not really "hard" but is seen as such because their concern
is to escape as much as possible. As for the narrator, we can note that he
merely reports the surface level of thought and incident, at this stage, from
the Whipples' viewpoint. He makes no judgment, nor does he point up the
antithesis of appearance and reality, for the more complex meanings of the
story develop beyond his vision.
In the second paragraph, another contrast is suggested, between Him
and the other children. Elements already noted are further developed around
this relationship: Mrs. Whipple professes love for Him, but to the neighbors,
who were presented before as causes of her hypocrisy. Her "love" then is
unreal as Mr. Whipple causes her to indicate: "People don't expect so much
from fathers, some way."
The fault of saying one thing while believing another is extended to
the neighbors: "There's bad blood and bad doings somewhere, you can bet
on that. This behind the Whipples' backs. To their faces everybody said,
'He's not so bad off. He'll be all right yet. Look how He grows ! ' " The re-
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lationship of the Whipples to the neighbors, therefore, becomes more com-
plex, for their fault is shared.
The preliminary patterns revolving around reality and the failure to
confront it or express it support the key relationship that develops in the
next eight paragraphs and becomes the impetus to the incidents of the plot:
Mrs. Whipple and He, or more precisely, the real He and Mrs. Whipple's
concept of Him. Initially we are told that Mrs. Whipple "tried to keep her
mind off it, but . . . she had to talk about Him first ... It seemed to ease
her mind." Later, recalling the preacher's words about Him that "The inno-
cent walk with God — that's why He don't get hurt," a "warm pool spread
in her breast, and the tears would fill her eyes." These feelings of relief and
warmth surround her confession that it "just looks like I can't keep Him out
of mischief." This inability she lamely covers with praise of His strength,
activity, and vitality, and she emphasizes these things by contrasting them
with the frailty of Emly and Adna. Her feelings played against his condition
reveal that warmth comes only when she escapes the actual facts of His con-
dition and his lying beyond her control.
Developing in contrasts, the story moves from the level of "uncontrol-
lable son to mother" to a point where He assumes symbolic proportions. His
mother attempts to see Him as a triumph over "hard" times: "He did grow
and never got hurt. A plank blew off the chicken house and struck Him on
the head and He never seemed to know it . . . He didn't whine for food, as
the other children did . . . He could carry twice as much wood and water
as Adna . . . He never seemed to mind the cold." But running parallel to this
series of comparisons are statements which reveal the actuality: "He had
learned a few words, and after this had forgot them . . . He ate, squatting
in the corner, smacking and mumbling." He, then, becomes a personification
of the theme that reality must be accepted as it is or frustration will result:
"Just the same, Mrs. Whipple's life was a torment for fear something might
happen to Him."
With this established, the remaining paragraphs of the first part (9-14)
heighten the tension: "a grin all over His face and her worried sick about
Him all the time ... I can't afford to let Him do anything for fear they'll
come nosing around about it . . . But if He gets a sting, he don't really
mind." Mr. Whipple, always there to point to the limited view of his wife,
replies: "It's just because He ain't got sense enough to be scared of any-
thing." This leads her to a perfect juxtaposition of delusion and reality:
"Anything I tell Him to do He does it . . . What's done can't never be un-
done . . ."
So far we have uncovered the controlling thematic tension and various
ways in which it is developed in the first part of the story. In summary, the
more apparent motifs could be stated as follows: what is said versus what
is felt; what the neighbors are told versus the truth; statements to the Whip-
ples' face and behind their backs; Mr. Whipple versus Mrs. Whipple; He
versus the other children; He as opposed to Mrs. Whipple: His physical con-
dition versus his mental state; what happens and what is thought to happen;
what the narrator reports and what is implied. These contrasts could be mul-
tiplied readily, extending as far as the verbal elements Miss Porter uses to
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contrast the continual state of fear and worry against single incidents ex-
emplifying the fact: Phrases like "would say," "kept saying," "forever
saying so," "keep on saying it" are contrasted with the simpler forms used
in dialogue.
If one selects several incidents in the story where He and Mrs. Whipple
are involved, the elements noted can be further substantiated. When the
other son refuses, He easily takes the pig away from the sow and Mrs.
Whipple exults. His reaction, however, is revealing: "When He saw the
blood, He gave a great jolting breath and ran away." She quickly attempts
to escape the truth: "But he'll forget and eat plenty, just the same." The
morning of the dinner she "dropped everything to get Him all cleaned up,"
but He rapidly gets dirty again. She then significantly reverses the usual
contrast with the other children and places Him on the short end: . , .
"There's Adna and Emly staying so quiet. I get tired trying to keep you
decent." The "tired" motif has been running through the previous scense
and will appear in the final incident also. Here it is filled with exasperation,
and she "boxed His head." On the level of the plot, this is a turning point,
for it is the first time she expresses her anger against Him, and it conse-
quently leads to the strongest reaction she has yet shown: "Her knees began
to tremble, she had to sit down while she buttoned His shirt." She is begin-
ning to perceive the reality, and the nature of her escape becomes more
violent.
The dinner is a party of contrasts between families, children, the deli-
cious pig, and the Whipples' failure to enjoy it through worry. There is a play,
too, on the neighbor motif with her brother's family now being contrasted
with the Whipples. She continues her attempt to escape Him: "I always say
He ain't to be slighted, no matter who else goes without," and manages to
delude herself until her foil, Mr. Whipple, crushes her with "Who knows
what they had in their minds all along?"
In winter the escapist Whipples follow the same pattern as in other sea-
sons; they will not accept it as it is. In fall they had looked ahead: "That
pig'll be worth money by Christmas." In spring, Mr. Whipple planned to
"pasture the bull this summer and give Jim some fodder in the fall." Later
when Mrs. Whipple dreams of summer, she makes a world of fantasy and
ease: "the garden going fine, and new white roUer shades up all over the
house, and Adna and Emly home, so full of life, all of them happy together."
But winter will be winter despite their efforts to avoid it, and He falls sick
after they take away His blanket. And His sickness, of course, precipitates
Mrs. Whipple's full realization that He is as "real" as anyone else.
The bull scene vividly portrays the basic tension. She first trusts Him
with the bull in accord with her illusion that He is more capable than the
other children. But this idea is brought to play against another contrast:
what goes on and what she thinks goes on. "Mrs. Whipple was scared sick of
bulls ; she had heard awful stories about how they followed on quietly enough,
and then suddenly pitched on with a bellow and pawed and gored a body to
pieces." Finally, there is a third flight — into prayer, where she aptly ex-
presses her condition: "Lord, you know people will say we oughtn't to have
sent Him. You know they'll say we didn't take care of Him."
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His second sickness brings her to the final point of realization and also
the final escape. As she sits beside Him in the cart going to the hospital,
"Mrs. Whipple couldn't believe what she saw; He was scrubbing away big
tears that rolled out of the corners of His eyes. Maybe He remembered
that time she boxed His ears, maybe He had been scared that day with the
bull, maybe He had slept cold and couldn't tell her about it; maybe He knew
they were sending Him away for good and all because they were too poor
to keep Him. Whatever it was, Mrs. Whipple couldn't bear to think of it."
She is brought to the point of realizing that He is as real as anybody, as
anything. Peace would lie in accepting Him as He is, but she cannot, and
she chooses a final escape, the only one possible in the face of the actuality:
she thinks. Oh, what a mortal pity He was ever born.
The threads are fittingly pulled together by the neighbors' "not daring
to look behind him" — not daring to see them as they are.
At the University
After a visit to
Henry Moore's Studio
Hertfordshire, England
Sister Maura, S.S.N.D.
Eating their potatoes browned in meat drippings,
they talked on and on. The tea was cold; the maids
cleared tables with unhygienic sweepings
of cloth. Nothing mattered. They had followed leads
that day, bardic with rune: the overturned bone
on the garden bench; a mushroom fissure and
the nude in miniature, life-size, or — in the wet green
of shrubbery — gigantic : archetypal mind—
associations stripped away. Someone
had brought a tape recorder. They made the wheel
petrify the master's speech even as tame stone
swelled or shriveled to the inference of a piercing hole.
Wildly, gravely, the young men talked, as if that
alone would lock their memory like a thermostat.
Watch Out
• Emilie Glen
Roofs the new horror
Up there they play at Zeus:
Bricks for thunderbolts
Maiming rocks bottle lightning
Hurl death
From the tar paper skies
;
Aimed at one
Hitting another
Hoodlums not even good at crime.
A cop hears noise from up there
Waits an instant too long at the curb
Wears a metal plate in his head
Is forgetful sometimes.
Watch out look out
What's falling now
Leaf spiraling
Minute
A paper parasol
Opening to cherry blossoms.
End of Summer
• James H. McCormick
The last long beams September borrowed from
The yellow light of August slip away
Behind the rustling trees; the final ray
Of summer closes with the wan white sun
And chill prewinter breeze of courses run.
When summer goes, what goes with it, you say,
When every blade of grass and growing day
Has fled into the jaws of oblivion?
What goes with it goes with the winter, spring,
And fall, goes with the minutes that take flight
Across the windy chasm of the day
And soar into the sky of timeless night.
Goes with the things that talk, the things that sing,
The growing, falling leaves across the way.
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